ضعف در سال‌های جدید و بعد از چندین سال مدت اسکیزوفرنیا مزمن در مورد بروز روند افسردگی کاهش یافته است.
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The rate and causes of mortality in hospitalized chronic Schizophrenic patients; a 4-year study

Mazhari A¹, Mirzaian H², Behzadi P³, Saljoghi M², Shafiee M⁴

Abstract

Schizophrenia is one of the most severe psychiatric disorders and 25% of the patients need long term hospitalization. They have somatic illness that may be ignored and lead to death. Considering the lack of information regarding the causes of death in schizophrenic patients, the aim of this study was to determine the main causes of death in the long term hospitalized schizophrenic patients in Shahid Modares psychiatric hospital in Isfahan.

In this descriptive study the causes of death were determined in 252 hospitalized schizophrenic cases by reviewing their hospital and medical reports after death. Patients with known organic disorders were excluded. X² test was used for analyzing obtained data and relation between mortality and sex or age.

The crude mortality rate was 3.27% (4.16% in females and 1.9% in males (P > 0.05). The most common causes of death were; sudden death (44%), aspiration (14.7%), infection disease (8.9%), falling (5.9%) and myocardial infarction (5.88%) respectively.

The findings of current study were different from other studies in this field. By using proper care centers and planning for the education of Staff, we can reduce the rate of mortality in long term hospitalized patient.
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